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Abstract: We demonstrate the first general tabletop EUV coherent microscope that can image extended, non-isolated, non-periodic, objects. By implementing keyhole coherent diffractive imaging with curved mirrors and a tabletop high harmonic source, we achieve improved efficiency of the imaging system as well as more uniform illumination at the sample, when compared with what is possible using Fresnel zone plates. Moreover, we show that the unscattered light from a semi-transparent sample can be used as a holographic reference wave, allowing quantitative information about the thickness of the sample to be extracted from the retrieved image. Finally, we show that excellent tabletop image fidelity is achieved by comparing the retrieved images with scanning electron and atomic force microscopy images, and show superior capabilities in some cases.
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Coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) [1–6] is a powerful technique for imaging at the nanoscale. CDI enables near-wavelength-limited imaging, making this technique particularly attractive for use with large- and small-scale coherent extreme ultraviolet (EUV) [7–12] and X-ray sources [13], as well as with electron sources [14–16]. Also known as lensless imaging, CDI reconstructs both the amplitude and the phase of an object by using the information contained in the intensity of its far-field diffraction pattern. This is accomplished via iterative algorithms [17–20] which can retrieve the phase of the diffraction pattern, provided that the measured diffraction intensity satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].

The oversampling condition of CDI means that the intensity (modulus square) of the diffraction pattern satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].

The oversampling condition of CDI means that the intensity (modulus square) of the diffraction pattern satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].

The oversampling condition of CDI means that the intensity (modulus square) of the diffraction pattern satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].

The oversampling condition of CDI means that the intensity (modulus square) of the diffraction pattern satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].

The oversampling condition of CDI means that the intensity (modulus square) of the diffraction pattern satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].

The oversampling condition of CDI means that the intensity (modulus square) of the diffraction pattern satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].

The oversampling condition of CDI means that the intensity (modulus square) of the diffraction pattern satisfies an oversampling condition [21, 22]. Furthermore, images obtained using CDI can achieve near diffraction-limited resolution [2, 8, 11, 13]. This is in contrast to conventional EUV/X-ray microscopy using Fresnel zone plates (FZP), in which the resolution is limited by the width of the outermost zone. To date, CDI has been used to extract the structure and dynamics of a variety of objects, including biological samples [5, 23], magnetic materials [24, 25], strain fields inside a nanocrystal [26] and integrated circuits [27]. The first X-ray demonstration of CDI was at a synchrotron source in 1999 [2]. By 2007, it was possible to implement CDI using tabletop EUV sources, and in particular, fully spatially coherent high harmonic generation (HHG) beams [7, 28, 29]. More recently, by illuminating an object with a tabletop HHG source at a wavelength of 13 nm, a record 22 nm spatial resolution was achieved for a tabletop, full-field, photon-based microscope [11].
tion field should be sampled at the Nyquist frequency or higher, corresponding to an oversampling by a factor of 2 of the field amplitude itself in the detector plane [21, 22]. This condition requires that the sample be isolated, which presents a severe limitation to this imaging method. However, several techniques have been developed to overcome this limitation, including ptychography CDI [30], keyhole CDI [31], and apertured illumination CDI [12]. In ptychography CDI, adapted from an electron beam technique and later demonstrated using a synchrotron light source [30], a beam is scanned across an object. The additional information provided by the overlap between adjacent scans is then used to reconstruct one large field-of-view image. Keyhole CDI, first demonstrated using light from a synchrotron source, uses a FZP focusing optic with smaller diameter than the incident beam to confine the illumination on the sample [31]. Finally, apertured illumination CDI projects an image of an aperture onto the sample plane to ensure isolated illumination. This technique requires high quality focusing optics and also a precise determination of the imaging plane of the aperture, and has been demonstrated using a He-Ne laser [12].

In this paper, we demonstrate the first tabletop EUV microscope that can image extended, non-isolated, non-periodic, objects by implementing keyhole CDI using a tabletop EUV source. We also significantly increase the utility of keyhole CDI by using a curved EUV mirror instead of a FZP to focus the light onto the sample. This approach has three major advantages: first, it represents the first general tabletop full field EUV coherent microscope; second, it demonstrates higher photon flux throughput relative to a FZP at the illumination wavelength of 29 nm; and third, it produces a more uniform illumination on the sample since there is no need for a central beam stop when a curved focusing optic is used. To demonstrate the power of this approach, we use keyhole CDI to image a semi-transparent sample and show that depth information can be obtained by using the un-scattered light as the reference beam of an in-line hologram [32]. Finally, we show that excellent image fidelity is achieved by comparing the retrieved images with scanning electron and atomic force microscopy images. In comparison with AFM, our tabletop CDI approach requires no contact with samples and is non-destructive. In comparison with SEM, which cannot penetrate thick samples, tabletop CDI can image 3D features through a sample.

2. Keyhole CDI of an extended aperiodic sample with an opaque background

First, we demonstrated keyhole CDI with a tabletop HHG EUV source using a sample with an opaque background. A schematic diagram of the setup in the imaging chamber is shown in Fig. 1(a). We focused a 25 fs pulse duration, 1 mJ pulse energy, 3 kHz repetition-rate, Ti:sapphire laser beam with wavelength centered around 780 nm, into a 150 µm diameter hollow waveguide filled with Ar gas to generate phase-matched, spatially coherent, harmonics at wavelengths near 29 nm. After the waveguide, the HHG beam and CDI microscope were in medium vacuum (≈ 10⁻⁶ torr) to avoid absorption of the EUV light from air. We used a pair of silicon mirrors oriented at near the Brewster’s angle for the 780 nm light to effectively absorb the unconverted 780 nm light while reflecting the EUV beam. The 780 nm light was further filtered out by two 200 nm thick aluminum filters. The harmonics of only odd orders [33] are separated in energy by about 3 eV (twice of the fundamental 780 nm photon energy), and only one harmonic (27th order) was selected and focused on the sample with a flat and a curved EUV multilayer mirror (radius of curvature 25 cm). The EUV mirrors have a full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 2.1 eV centered around 43.2 eV (corresponding to a wavelength of λ = 28.7 nm). Typically, a single EUV harmonic at this photon energy has a FWHM bandwidth of about 0.4 eV (a representative spectrum of EUV harmonics can be found in [34]), corresponding to a longitudinal coherence length of \( L_c = \lambda^2 / \Delta \lambda = 3.1 \mu m \). This means that for a field of view (FOV) \( D \) at the sample, the maximum scattering angle \( \theta_{\text{max}} \), limited by finite \( L_c \), is determined...
by \( \tan \theta_{\text{max}} = 2 L_c / D \) (See [35]. Notice here we use a different definition of \( L_c \), and do not use the approximation of \( \tan \theta \approx \theta \) when \( \theta \) is small). For all the experiments performed in this paper, \( D \leq 25 \, \mu m \). For \( D = 25 \, \mu m \), the NA is required to be \( \leq 0.3 \), which is greater than the experimental NA used in this section (0.23) as well as that in next section (0.20).
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**Fig. 1.** Tabletop EUV keyhole CDI of a sample with an opaque background. (a) Setup in the CDI vacuum chamber. The EUV mirror with a 25 cm radius of curvature focuses the HHG beam, and puts a curved wavefront on the sample. A pinhole placed before the x- and y-foci introduces a sharp edge onto the beam. (b) Image of the sample using a high magnification optical microscope. Two regions of interest, I and II, are circled, with corresponding measured diffraction patterns (cropped and centered) shown in (c) and (e), and their corresponding reconstructions of the electric field amplitude (normalized to unity at maximum with arbitrary units) shown in (d) and (f). The color map as shown on the right of (f) is shared by (d) and (f).

The EUV mirror pair has generally higher throughput than the FZP used in conventional keyhole CDI, while also inducing a curved wavefront that is very beneficial for the reconstruction algorithm [36]. The non-normal incidence of the HHG beam on the EUV curved mirror produces some astigmatism in the beam. A 50 \( \mu m \) diameter pinhole was placed about 2 mm before the horizontal focus (x-focus) to introduce a sharp edge on the HHG beam and enforce the isolation requirement on the illumination, rather than the sample. We measured the positions of the x-focus and y-focus with \( \pm 50 \, \mu m \) accuracy by use of the pinhole as a knife-edge scanner. The separation of x-focus and y-focus was measured to be \( \approx 0.55 \, mm \). The sample was composed of a 100 nm thick gold layer (which has a negligible transmission of \( 5 \times 10^{-5} \) for 28.7 nm light), deposited on a thin Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) membrane. Features were etched into the gold layer, as shown in the dark areas in Fig. 1(b). Keyhole CDI enables the imaging of any region of interest on such an extended sample; here we selected region I and region II as indicated in Fig. 1(b). The imaging FOV can be adjusted by placing the sample at different distances from the focus positions, which corresponds to different HHG beam spot sizes. For the measured diffraction shown in Figs. 1(c) (for region I) and 1(e) (for region II), the sample was placed 1.3 mm and 0.9 mm downstream of the circle of least confusion (the midpoint of x- and y-foci)
respectively, resulting in a FOV of $D \approx 25 \mu m$ and $D \approx 18 \mu m$. The diffraction patterns were recorded on an X-ray CCD (Andor iKon-L, 2048 × 2048 pixel array, 13.5 × 13.5 µm$^2$ pixel size), as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(e), with a total exposure time of 30 minutes for each. The CCD was positioned at a distance of 44.6 mm from the circle of least confusion.

When performing an image reconstruction, it is important to note that the reconstruction actually represents what is know as the exit-surface wave (ESW):

$$E_{i, \text{Smp}}(x', y') = E_{i, \text{Det}}(x', y') t(x', y'),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $E_{i, \text{Smp}}(x', y')$ is the incident field at the position $(x', y')$ on the sample plane, and $t(x', y')$ is the complex transmission function. This simple modeling of the ESW as the complex multiplication of the incident beam and the sample complex transmission function is valid when $\Delta z \ll D/NA$, where $\Delta z$ is the thickness of the sample (see [37], supporting material). For experiments performed in this section, NA $\approx 0.23$, and the calculated $D/NA$ is 104 µm for Fig. 1(c) and 75 µm for Fig. 1(e), both of which are much greater than the thickness of the sample ($\approx 150$ nm), so Eq. (1) is valid. The electric field at $(x, y)$ position on the detector plane is given by

$$E_{\text{Det}}(x, y) = \frac{e^{\frac{\pi}{\lambda} z}}{i \Delta z} e^{i \frac{\pi}{\lambda z} (x^2 + y^2)} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-i \frac{\pi}{2 \Delta z} (x'^2 + y'^2)} e^{i \frac{\pi}{\lambda z} (x'^2 + y'^2)} E_{i, \text{Smp}}(x', y') \, dx' \, dy',$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $z$ is the distance between the sample and the detector [38]. In the case of a binary sample with an opaque background level as used in this experiment, if we let $t_i$ be the constant transmission value for the feature area, then $t(x', y')$ can be written as $t(x', y') = |t(x', y')| \exp(i \phi_A)$, where $\phi_A$ denotes the phase of a complex quantity $A$. Then Eq. (2) is equivalent to

$$U = \mathcal{F}[e^{i \frac{\pi}{\lambda z} (x'^2 + y'^2)} e^{i \phi_{E_{i, \text{Smp}}}}(x', y')] u(x', y')]$$

where $U$ is defined as $U = E_{i, \text{Det}}(x, y) \{ \frac{1}{\Delta z} \exp[i \frac{\pi}{\lambda} (x'^2 + y'^2) + i \phi_i] \}^{-1}$, having an amplitude proportional to the measured $|E_{i, \text{Det}}|$. $\mathcal{F}$ is the Fourier transform, and $u(x', y') = |E_{i, \text{Smp}}(x', y')| t(x', y')$ is the quantity to be reconstructed. This equation provides the required transform that relates the detector plane to the sample plane. The precise characterization of the incident beam $E_{i, \text{Smp}}$ is possible through techniques such as pychography CDI [37]; in this paper, we use an approximation: we consider only the quadratic phase (including astigmatism) while ignoring higher order phases, thus $E_{i, \text{Det}} = |E_{i, \text{Det}}| \exp[i \frac{\pi}{\lambda} (x'^2/z_{dfx} + y'^2/z_{dfy})]$, where $|E_{i, \text{Det}}|$ is the measured amplitude of the beam (with the sample out of the beam path) on the detector, $z_{dfx}$ is the distance between the detector and the x-focus, and $z_{dfy}$ is the distance between the detector and the y-focus. We then back-propagated $E_{i, \text{Det}}$ to the sample plane to obtain $E_{i, \text{Smp}}$.

Reconstruction of $u$ was conducted using a modified RAAR algorithm [19]. We started from an initial guess of random phase for the diffracted wave, and each iteration was composed of the following three steps:

1. Calculate $u$ using the inverse transform for Eq. (3): $u = \exp[-i \frac{\pi}{\lambda} (x'^2 + y'^2) - i \phi_{E_{i, \text{Smp}}}(x', y')]| \mathcal{F}^{-1} U$;

2. Apply the support constraint provided by the finite illumination, and a constraint of the phase of $u$ to be within $[-\pi/4, \pi/4]$ rad, which is equivalent to the non-negativity constraint [39];

3. Calculate $U$ using the transform defined in Eq. (3) and apply the modulus constraint.
The algorithm iterates until a suitably low error is achieved or more importantly, the derivative of the error reaches a constant value; usually below 100 iterations. After the algorithm converged, 100 iterations were averaged together to produce the object domain reconstructions, as shown in Figs. 1(d) and (f) for region I and II respectively. Based on Abbe Theory [40], the theoretical resolution achieved in this first demonstration is $0.82\lambda/NA = 102$ nm, which can be easily improved in the future by use of a shorter wavelength illumination or by increasing the NA.

The original implementation of keyhole CDI [31] made use of a FZP with a smaller diameter than the incident beam to constrain the extent of the illumination on the sample. A central beam-stop is required in this case, in order to prevent any unfocused light from illuminating the sample. This results in an annular beam. In the implementation of keyhole CDI discussed here, the FZP is replaced by a curved EUV multilayer mirror, which is generally more efficient. A detailed discussion of the efficiency of EUV zone plates can be found in [41]. An ideal (without fabrication imperfections, with no substrate that introduces extra absorption) FZP of alternately opaque and transmissive zones has a theoretical efficiency (diffracted into +1 order) of $1/\pi^2 \approx 10\%$; while for an ideal phase reversal zone plate, the theoretical efficiency is $4/\pi^2 \approx 41\%$.

Due to absorption of materials for the EUV wavelength, it is not possible to build a genuine phase reversal zone plate with transparent phase-shifting zones. Based on the results and with materials that “seem suitable” from [41], for 28.7 nm as used in this paper, an ideal FZP made of aluminum, assuming no oxidation in addition, has a calculated efficiency of 28%; while for 13 nm (the wavelength used in EUV lithography), an ideal FZP made of beryllium has a calculated efficiency of 24%. The efficiency will be even less for implementation in keyhole CDI due to the use of the central beam-stop. In comparison, our 28.7nm EUV mirror has a measured efficiency of 47%, and the 13 nm EUV mirror has a measured efficiency of 66%. In addition to the improved efficiency, EUV-mirror-based keyhole CDI does not require a central beam-stop; therefore the sample is more uniformly illuminated. To our knowledge, these results represent the first demonstration of a general and efficient tabletop coherent EUV microscope that can image extended (i.e. non-isolated) samples, as well as the first demonstration of keyhole CDI using a tabletop EUV source.

3. Keyhole CDI for a sample with a semi-transparent background

Next we performed EUV-mirror-based keyhole CDI on a sample with a semi-transparent background (Fig. 2). The HHG source and EUV mirrors were similar to those used in the previous measurements but with some improvements, such as the use of a higher laser repetition-rate of 5 kHz, and a larger, 200-µm-diameter waveguide. These improvements resulted in an enhancement of the HHG flux from $\approx 10^9$ to $\approx 10^{10}$ photons per second in a single harmonic at the exit of the waveguide. For the sample used in this section, which has less scattering efficiency than the previous sample, these improvements decrease the required exposure times for this experiment from about 2 hours to 14 minutes.

The second sample consists of 30 nm chromium deposited on a 45-nm-thick Si$_3$N$_4$ membrane. The patterned features, etched in the Cr/Si$_3$N$_4$ sample by use of focused ion beam, are shown in the inset SEM image of Fig. 2(a). Unlike the first sample, this sample was $\approx 8.5\%$ transparent. As a result, the diffraction pattern contains a large amount of un-scattered light.

As discussed above, the non-normal incidence of the EUV beam on the curved mirror introduced astigmatism, with a separation between horizontal and vertical foci of 1.5 mm in this case. To implement keyhole CDI, a 200-µm-diameter pinhole aperture was placed in the beam 16 mm upstream of the circle of least confusion. Due to the transparent nature of this sample, the scattered light from the aperture was of similar amplitude to that from the sample and had to be removed. To accomplish this, a second 50 µm diameter pinhole aperture was placed be-
Fig. 2. Tabletop EUV keyhole CDI of a sample with a semi-transparent background. (a) Schematic of the setup. A second pinhole is inserted into the beam to remove scatter light from the first pinhole. The inset shows an SEM image of the sample, composed of a 30 nm Cr film deposited on top of a 45-nm-thick Si$_3$N$_4$ membrane. (b) and (c) A zoomed view of the beam on the CCD before and after inserting the second pinhole. (d) Diffraction pattern (cropped and centered) from the sample shown to the $1/4$ power. The inset shows the diffraction pattern of the beam when the sample is removed.

Between the first aperture and the sample to spatially filter most of the unwanted scattered light from the hard edge of the first pinhole (see the sketch of the experimental setup in Fig. 2(a)). This second aperture was placed 1.4 mm upstream of the circle of least confusion. As shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the second aperture removed the majority of the unwanted light scattered from the first aperture. The sample as positioned at the circle of least confusion, where the illumination spot size was 8 μm in diameter. The detector was placed 5.71 cm away from the sample. The measured diffraction patterns of the sample and the beam are shown in Fig. 2(d) and its inset, respectively, corresponding to an NA $= 0.20$, leading to a theoretical resolution of $0.82\lambda/NA = 118$ nm.

In this experiment, the thickness of the sample ($\approx 75$ nm) is much less than $D/NA = 40$ μm, so Eq. (1) is again valid. We write the total complex transmission function as: $t(x',y') = t_0(x',y') + \Delta t(x',y')$, where $t_0(x',y')$ is the transmission coefficient of the background unpatterned Cr/Si$_3$N$_4$ layers of the sample ($\approx 0.29$), and $\Delta t(x',y')$ is the modification to the transmission of the sample due to the etched features. This reconstruction approach is similar to that used in Fresnel CDI [42]. We write $U = \mathcal{F}\{\exp[i\pi/\lambda z(x'^2 + y'^2)]E_{i,\text{Smp}}(1 + \Delta t(x',y')/t_0(x',y'))\}$ where $U$ has the magnitude proportional to the measured magnitude of the electric field at the detector, and $\Delta t/t_0$ is the quantity to be reconstructed in the iterative algorithm. We first calculated the incident field $E_{i,\text{Smp}}$ using the same approach explained in [43], with the sagittal and tangential slices through the propagated beam shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The quantity $\Delta t/t_0$ is non-zero only in the feature areas, allowing us to use the shrink-wrap dynamic support constraint [20]. An additional constraint on the phase of $\Delta t/t_0$ to be within $[\phi_0 - \Delta\phi/2, \phi_0 + \Delta\phi/2]$, where $\phi_0 = 2.0$ rad and $\Delta\phi = \pi/2$ rad were determined empirically, was found to significantly speed up the convergence of the iterative reconstruction. The magnitude of $t_0$ was determined from the ratio of the beam intensity on the CCD with the sample’s Cr/Si$_3$N$_4$ layers in the beam and that of the sample out of the way. Starting with an initial guess of random phase on the
detector, we typically used 20 to 100 iterations of the RAAR algorithm [17] followed by 10 iterations of the error reduction algorithm [18] to retrieve the sample diffraction phase on the detector. We averaged over 10 independent reconstructions, and the amplitude (normalized) \(|\Delta t_t\) and phase \(\phi_t(x', y')\) (the phase of the background is chosen as the zero-phase reference), shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f), are in very good agreement with the SEM images shown in Figs. 3(c) (top) and 3(d) (bottom). Moreover, it was also possible to reconstruct the image of the small 50-nm-diameter hole, seen in the topside SEM image Fig. 3(c).

The ESW can be written as \(E_t = E_i(t_0 + \Delta t)\). We see that a non-zero transmission factor \(t_0\) produces a reference wave while \(\Delta t\) produces an object wave for the in-line holography geometry [31,44]. Thus, for the sample used in this experiment, the diffraction pattern in Fig. 2(d) is in actuality an in-line hologram. However, since there is only a small area on the CCD where the reference wave has significant intensity to produce interference with the scattered wave from the sample, the image from a conventional in-line holographic reconstruction [44,45] would not have the same high resolution as CDI. Moreover, in-line holographic reconstructions also suffer from twin-image artifacts [46]. Using the known reference wave, CDI can be used to extract phase information about the object. Furthermore, with this extracted phase information, and the value(s) of index of refraction for the material, we can obtain thickness or depth information.

A reference topography measurement of the sample is shown in Fig. 4(a) by use of a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope (AFM), with a probe tip size of 3 nm and a scan step size of 16 nm. By comparison, we then calculate the depth map from the keyhole CDI reconstruction. For the sample used in this experiment, if we define the top plane (completely unetched) as the zero depth level, and write the index of refraction for EUV as

![Fig. 3. (a),(b) Sagittal and tangential slices through the focusing EUV beam. The dashed lines show the positions of the two foci. (c) SEM image of the top side of the sample (geometrically scaled to account for a 52° tilt of the sample plane). (d) SEM image of the bottom side of the sample. Only the darkest parts on the sample are completely etched through. (e), (f) Reconstructed amplitude (normalized to unity at maximum with arbitrary units) \(|\Delta t_t\) and phase \(\phi_t(x', y')\) of the sample. (d) (e) (f) have the same scale bar as (c).](image-url)
Fig. 4. (a), (b) Depth maps of the sample using AFM and keyhole CDI respectively. (c) Comparison of lineouts along the dashed line in (b) with associated error bars. (d) and (e) 3D profiles of the sample based on the depth values in (a) and (b). The top 30 nm Cr layer and bottom 45 nm Si$_3$N$_4$ layer are shown in different colors.

\begin{equation}
n = 1 - \delta + i\beta, \text{ then the phase of } t \text{ as a function of the depth } d (\leq 0) \text{ can be written as}
\end{equation}

\[
\phi_t(d) = \begin{cases} 
-\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \delta_{Cr} \cdot d & \text{for } -h_{Cr} \leq d \leq 0, \\
-\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \left[ \delta_{Cr} \cdot (-h_{Cr}) + \delta_{Si_3N_4} \cdot (d + h_{Cr}) \right] & \text{for } d \leq -h_{Cr},
\end{cases}
\]

where $h_{Cr}$ is the thickness of the top Cr layer. The deposited Cr film has a density of 6.55 g/cm$^3$ (8.9% less than the bulk Cr density 7.19 g/cm$^3$), determined from an X-ray reflectivity measurement. By use of the known $\delta_{Cr}$ and $\delta_{Si_3N_4}$ values at the illuminating wavelength [47], as well as $h_{Cr} = 30$ nm, we calculated the depth map of the sample from the reconstructed phase $\phi_t$ with Eq. (4). To determine the uncertainty of our quantitative analysis, we considered the major error sources. First, the $\pm 50$ $\mu$m uncertainty in determining the positions of the two astigmatic foci results in an error in the calculated phase of the incident beam and thus the reconstructed sample phase and thickness. Second, the uncertainty in the wavelength (28.7 $\pm$ 0.7 nm due to the bandwidth of the multilayer mirrors) causes uncertainty in the values of index of refraction, leading to error in the thickness calculation. Third, the imperfect repeatability of reconstructions leads to small fluctuations in the calculations. We scanned the focus positions...
and the wavelength in their uncertainty range, and for each parameter set, we performed 10 independent reconstructions; from all reconstructions, we found the maximum and minimum depth at each position, with the mean values shown in Fig. 4(b). An AFM is a surface measurement device, meaning that those portions of the sample that are completely etched through will result in an artificially deep measurement. We find, using -75 nm as the lower threshold, that the AFM image gives the same shape in the completely etched regions as the SEM image of the bottom side of the sample, as shown in Fig. 3(d). These images confirm that the 50 nm wide hole and the edges of the larger features are not fully etched through. Fig. 4(c) compares the depth profiles along the dashed lines in Fig. 4(b) between keyhole CDI and AFM. The error bars plotted in Fig. 4(c) indicate the maximum and minimum depth values found within the range of uncertainty. We see good quantitative agreement between the AFM and tabletop EUV keyhole CDI images. The depth of the 50 nm wide hole is 20 ± 5 nm as measured by AFM, and 28 ± 9 nm from keyhole CDI. The AFM uncertainty of ±5 nm is determined from a two-dimensional grating calibration standard with a 180 nm step height, and is given for a 95% confidence level.

Keyhole CDI illuminated by EUV high harmonics has several advantages in comparison with AFM. First, the depth profile from the entire FOV can be measured simultaneously so that point-by-point scanning is unnecessary. Thus, there is the potential for much higher data acquisition speeds, limited only by the illumination flux. Second, AFM images can be influenced by nonlinearity, hysteresis, creep of the piezoelectric material, and cross-talk between the x, y, and z axes. In practice, software enhancement and filtering are used to improve AFM image quality, but this post-processing can also flatten out real topographical features. Keyhole CDI has no such problems. Third, keyhole CDI allows a long working distance and no contact with the sample, thus avoiding potential sample damage. A limitation of our current technique is that it is only applicable to relatively thin samples; the sample should be thin enough so that the light can penetrate, and much thinner than \( D/\text{NA} \) as mentioned before. However, this limitation can be overcome in the future by extending tabletop keyhole CDI to reflection mode [12].

4. Conclusion

Using a new approach to keyhole coherent diffractive imaging, we have demonstrated a tabletop EUV microscope that can image extended, non-isolated, aperiodic samples for the first time. We achieve increased efficiency of the imaging system and a more uniform illumination at the sample when compared with previously reported methods based on Fresnel zone plates. Quantitative depth information about the object can also be retrieved, in very good agreement with AFM measurements and with significant added benefits such as non-contact, non-destructive measurement capabilities. In the future, when combined with advances in bright HHG sources with < 1 nm wavelength [33], this approach can be used to image nanoscale dynamics, including ultrafast spin, heat, strain and current flow [48–50] with combined few femtosecond time resolution and sub-10 nm spatial resolution, in thick samples, with elemental and chemical sensitivity.
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